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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  have  investigated  the  evolution  of the  thermodynamics  behaviour  and  of  the  crystal  structure  of  elec-
trodes  materials  of  lithium-ion  batteries  based  on  graphite  anode  and  lithium  cobalt  oxide  (LCO)  cathode
after  applying  high  voltage  charging  between  4.2  V  and  4.9 V  cut-off  voltages  (COV).  We  found  the entropy
and  enthalpy  profiles  vary  dramatically  with  the  applied  COV.  These  changes  correlate  well  with  the anode
and the  cathode  crystal  structure  degradation  as  evidenced  by post-mortem  X-ray  diffractometry  and
eywords:
hermodynamics
ntropy
nthalpy
igh voltage charge

Raman scattering  spectrometry.
Our  finding  is  thermodynamics  measurements  can  be used  as  a new  and  non-destructive  investigation

tool  to characterize  the  degradation  level  of  electrode  materials  and  consequently  assess  the  cell’s  state
of health  (SOH).

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ithium-ion batteries

. Introduction

In recent years we have developed electrochemical thermo-
ynamics measurements (ETMs) methods and tools, which we
pplied to lithium battery half-cells to analyse anode [1–3] and
athode [4] materials. The method consists of monitoring the evo-
ution of the cell’ open-circuit voltage (OCV), ‘E0’, with the cell
emperature, ‘T’, at different states of charge (SOC). The later corre-
pond to the lithium stoichiometry in the anode and the cathode,
x’, in LixC6 and Li1−xCoO2, respectively. The entropy �S(x) and
nthalpy �H(x) state functions can be computed from the general
hermodynamics laws:

S(x) = F
∂E0(x)

∂T
(1)

H(x) = −F

(
E0 + T

∂E0(x)
∂T

)
(2)

ince �S(x) and �H(x) in Eqs. (1) and (2) are measured at a defined
tate of charge of the battery, ‘x’, �S(x) and �H(x) can be defined
s the local slope of the battery system’ total entropy and the total
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

nthalpy variation vs. ‘x’, respectively. Accordingly, there is no need
or a reference state to determine �S(x) and �H(x) [5].

In this work full lithium-ion batteries (coin cells 2032) were
ubjected to overcharge between 4.3 V and 4.9 V COV, a process

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +65 96627561; fax: +65 63163195.
E-mail addresses: Kenza.maher@tum-create.edu.sg (K. Maher),

achid@ntu.edu.sg (R. Yazami).

013-4686/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
known to accelerate the cell’s storage performances resulting from
electrodes and electrolyte materials degradation [6,7].

We followed the cells ageing and the changes in the �S(x)
and �H(x) profiles as function of the COV. Results show impor-
tant changes took place in the cell’s thermodynamics behaviour
which correlates well with increased anode and cathode mate-
rials degradation with COV. These results were supported by
post-mortem X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectrometry
analyses.

2. Experimental

Lithium-ion coin cells (LIR 2032) rated ∼44 mAh  were subjected
to the following test steps:

2.1. High voltage ageing

A first set of cells were cycled with an Arbin Instruments battery
cycler at the ambient temperatures in two steps:

(i) discharge at C/4-rate to 2.75 V and,
(ii) charge to a set COV at C/4-rate. For each test cell the COV

was  incremented by 100 mV  from 4.2 V to 4.9 V. Once the COV
reached, the cell is set to rest.
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

This first set of test cells will be designed hereafter “COV1”.
The second set of cells were subjected to steps (i) and (ii), except

at the end of step (ii) constant COV was maintained for 1 h for
further cells ageing. This second set of cells will be denoted “COV2”.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00134686
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/electacta
mailto:Kenza.maher@tum-create.edu.sg
mailto:rachid@ntu.edu.sg
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Table 1
LIB cells charge and discharge data vs. COV where qC2, qD3, qD4 refer to charge (C) and discharge (D) capacity during steps (ii), (iii) and (iv), respectively, 〈eC2〉 and 〈eD4〉 refer
to  the average charge and discharge voltage at steps (ii) and (iv), respectively, and qCL refer to the discharge capacity loss between step (i) and step (iv).

COV (V) qC2 (mAh) 〈eC2〉 (V) qD3 (mAh) qD4 (mAh) 〈eD4〉 (V) qCL (%)

4.2 43.91 3.88 43.60 43.07 3.82 0
4.3  46.67 3.93 45.47 42.51 3.81 1.30
4.4  49.37 3.97 47.54 41.44 3.80 3.78
4.5  53.13 4.01 50.43 40.62 3.78 5.69
4.6  64.44 4.11 59.94 38.09 3.77 11.56

.71 

.35 

.86 

t
a

(

2

E
B

F
(

F
s

ments we fixed the number of data points to 21; thus covering the
4.7  72.99 4.17 65
4.8  72.78 4.20 64
4.9  72.53 4.28 63

In step (iii) cells of COV1 and COV2 sets were further discharged
o 2.75 V at C/4 rate. Then in step (iv) the cells were charged to 4.2 V
nd re-discharged to 2.75 V at the same C/4 rate.

The charge (C) and discharge (D) capacities achieved in steps (ii),
iii) and (iv) are hereafter designed qC2, qD3 and qD4, respectively.

.2. Thermodynamics measurements
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

Discharged cells after step (iv) were transferred to the
lectrochemical Thermodynamics Measurements System (ETMS,
A-1000®, KVI Pte Ltd., Singapore). Cells undergo a “conditioning”

ig. 1. Discharge profiles of LIB cells subjected to different charge cut-off voltages
COV).

ig. 2. OCV profiles of LIB cells versus the charge capacity during charge. Cells were
ubjected to different COV.
37.35 3.76 13.28
36.16 3.77 16.04
34.90 3.62 18.97

cycle in which they are charged to 4.2 V and discharged to 2.75 V
to determine their actual capacity. Then the cells are charged step-
by-step up to 4.2 V. At each increment the SOC was  increased by 5%
by applying a constant current (∼6 mA)  for an appropriate duration
time (∼20 min). The actual current and time are fixed by the ETMS
according to the number of data points set by the user and the cell
rated capacity determined in the conditioning step. In our experi-
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

full range of SOC from 0 to 100% by 5% increments.

Fig. 3. Entropy profile vs. SOC of a fresh cell during 1st charge. The Ai and Ci points
correspond to phase transitions in the graphite anode and the lithium cobalt oxide
cathode, respectively.

Fig. 4. Enthalpy profile vs. SOC of a fresh cell during 1st charge. The Ai and Ci points
correspond to phase transitions in the graphite anode and the lithium cobalt oxide
cathode, respectively.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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Fig. 5. Comparison of entropy profiles of COV1 and COV2 tests at 4.6 V.

Fig. 6. Comparison of entropy profiles of COV1 and COV2 tests at 4.9 V.

Fig. 8. Enthalpy profiles at differe
Fig. 7. Entropy profiles at different charge cut-off voltages.

At each SOC, the cell temperature T was automatically cooled
from the ambient temperature of about 25–10 ◦C by ∼5 ◦C incre-
ments while the OCV was  monitored until it stabilized at a set T.
The BA-1000 instrument converts E0(x,T) data to �S(x) and �H(x)
data according to Eqs. (1) and (2),  respectively.

In all COV1 and COV2 tests two  test cells were used to check for
reproducibility.

At the end of the ETM tests described above cells were dis-
charged to 2.75 V. Selected cells at their discharge state were open
in a glove box filled with argon; the anode and the cathode were
retrieved and washed with DMC  then they were dried in argon and
in vacuum at the ambient temperatures. Electrode materials were
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

then analysed by XRD on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometre using
Cu K� radiation in the angular range of 15–90◦ (2�) for cathode and
20–90◦ (2�)  for anode with a 0.02◦ (2�) step, and by Raman scat-
tering spectrometry, using Renishwa inVia Raman microscope in

nt charge cut-off voltages.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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Fig. 10. X-ray diffraction patterns of LiCoO2 before and after overcharge: (a) full
pattern, (b) in the (0 0 3) peak area, (c) in the (1 0 4) peak area, and (d) evolution of
ig. 9. Evolution of the entropy and enthalpy peaks intensity at 80% SOC with charge
ut-off voltage.

he backscattering geometry at room temperature; excitation was
arried out with the 514 nm radiation of an argon ion laser.

. Results and discussion

.1. Electrochemical cycling data

Fig. 1 shows the discharge profiles at step (iv) of COV2 test cells
etween 4.2 V and 2.75 V under C/4 rate (10 mA). Both the discharge
oltage and the discharge capacity decreased as result of overcharg-
ng suggesting increased cells’ polarization and electrodes structure
egradation. Table 1 displays the charge and discharge test results

ncluding qC2, qD3, qD4 together with 〈eC2〉 and 〈eD4〉, the average
harge and discharge voltages of steps (ii) and (iv), respectively.
able 1 also shows the discharge capacity loss (%) between step (i)
nd step (iv) for the COV2 tests cells.

The charge capacity qC2 increased dramatically between 4.2 V
nd 4.9 V COV. This denotes a partial delithiation of the LCO cathode
nd most likely some electrolyte oxidative decomposition. Simi-
arly the discharge capacity qD3 increased with COV. Moreover, the
ycle efficiency between qC2 and qD3 deceased significant to reach
8% at 4.9 V.

The discharge capacity loss qCL showed in Table 1 also increased
ith COV to reach ∼19% at 4.9 V. At 19% capacity loss, which corre-

ates with the cell’ end of life.
We have fitted the capacity loss qCL vs. COV with an empirical

olynomial function and found a 99.2% good fit with the following
quation:

CL(%) = 35.47 − 40.12(COV) + 7.56(COV)2 (3)

oteworthy is the ∼100% increase in qCL between 4.5 V and 4.6 V
OV.

.2. Thermodynamics studies

.2.1. Open circuit voltage (OCV)
Fig. 2 shows the OCV profiles versus the charge capacity during

tep (iv). Differences in OCV values can be seen at the zero state of
harge and for cells charged between 4.2 V and 4.6 V COV on one
and and for those charged between 4.7 V and 4.9 V on the other
and.

The initial OCV at zero state of charge increased with the
OV. This suggests the presence of a partly de-lithiated cobalt
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

xide phase (Li1−xCoO2) in the cathode material, despite cells were
ischarged to 2.75 V. The rate of lithium deficiency ‘x’ probably

ncreases with COV thus leading to higher initial OCV. Accordingly,
ven when aged cells are discharged to 2.75 V, there should be a
the  1 0 4/0 0 3 peaks intensity ratio with COV.

residual delithiated phase in the cobalt oxide cathode and associ-
ated lithiated phase in the graphite anode. This conclusion will be
later supported by ex situ XRD and Raman analyses.

The OCV traces in Fig. 2 splits in two sets; a first set where
4.2 V ≤ COV ≤ 4.6 V and a second set where 4.7 V ≤ COV ≤ 4.9 V, the
later set exhibiting higher OCV values. This suggests a higher het-
erogeneous character of degraded cathodes for COV equal to or
higher than 4.7 V, which correlates well with the striking decrease
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

in the discharge capacity qD4 above 4.6 V COV as showed in Fig. 1
and in Table 1.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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Fig. 11. Raman spectra of

.2.2. Entropy and enthalpy profiles
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

.2.2.1. Fresh cells. Typical entropy and enthalpy profiles of a cell
ycled between 2.75 V and 4.2 V (fresh cells) are displayed in
igs. 3 and 4, respectively. The curves show changes in slope
ogether with minima and maxima values. Those changes should

Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction patterns of the graphite anode before and a
athodes at different COV.

be associated with onsets of electrode processes taking place at the
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

anode and cathode materials, such phase transitions.
Using our previous thermodynamics data achieved in Li/LixC6

(graphite) [1] and in Li/LixCoO2 half-cells [4],  we  found that the
entropy and enthalpy profiles shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively,

fter overcharge: (a) full pattern and (b) in the (0 0 2) peak area.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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t well with a full cell consisting of the graphite anode and a lithi-
ted cobalt oxide cathode. In fact, the entropy and enthalpy of a
ull cell result from the arithmetic difference between the corre-
ponding states functions in the cathode and in the anode according
o:

S(full cell) = �S(cathode) − �S(anode) (4)

nd

H(full cell) = �H(cathode) − �H(anode) (5)

herefore, any change in �S  and �H  profiles that takes place in
he anode and the cathode should reflect in the �S  and �H profile
f the full cell. In the specific case of the graphite anode, changes
n the �S  and �H profiles go together with staging in LixC6 [1],

hereas as in the case of the lithiated cobalt oxide cathode, changes
n thermodynamics data relate to a succession of phase transi-
ions involving hexagonal phases and the monoclinic phase [4].  The
nsets of phase transitions in the anode and the cathode are indi-
ated in Figs. 3 and 4 by Ai and Ci letters, respectively. For instance,
he stage 2 to stage 1 transition in graphite that takes place at x = 0.5
n LixC6 corresponds to A2 whereas the transition from hexagonal
hase to a monoclinic phase that takes place at Li0.55CoO2 is marked
4 in the figures.

One interesting aspect of accurate electrochemical thermody-
amics measurements (ETMs) is that they allow the anode and
he cathode chemistry of a full cell to be determined without a
eed to open it and analyse the electrode materials. ETM is a non-
estructive analysis tool that applies in much more convenient way
o reveal cells chemistry as compared with other heavier and more
xpensive high energy diffraction and spectrometry techniques
uch as those using X-ray, gamma  and neutron radiations.
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

.2.2.2. Aged cells.
3.2.2.2.1. COV1 vs. COV2 tests. In order to evaluate the effect

f extended cells exposure to high voltage on the thermodynam-
cs properties, we have drawn in Figs. 5 and 6 the entropy profiles

Fig. 14. Raman spectra of the grap
Fig. 13. Evolution of the graphite anode 0 0 2 peak full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) vs. COV.

of cells that have undergone COV1 and COV2 ageing protocols at
COV of 4.6 V and 4.9 V, respectively. Fig. 5 (COV = 4.6 V) shows only
a minor change in the entropy profile consisting particularly of a
slight shift in the peak position around 80% SOC. On contrast, the
curves in Fig. 6 (COV = 4.9 V) show a much pronounced shift towards
lower SOC values for the COV2 cells. A larger shift in COV2 vs. COV1
entropy curves denotes stronger electrode material degradation
when cells are exposed to higher voltages for longer durations.

3.2.2.2.2. COV2 series. In this section we  will show entropy and
enthalpy results only for cells aged under the COV2 ageing proto-
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

col only. Figs. 7 and 8 compile the entropy and enthalpy profiles vs.
SOC, respectively. Noticeable changes in the entropy and enthalpy
profiles occur in the following SOC areas: 0%, ∼5% and in ∼60–90%,
in particular at the C2 peak around 80% SOC. Note the higher

hite anode at different COV.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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Fig. 15. Evolution of the ID/IG intensity ratio of the Ram

esolution in the enthalpy profiles of Fig. 8 in the 40–70% SOC area
s compared to the entropy ones of Fig. 7.

For the C2 peak at 80% SOC the entropy and enthalpy peak
ntensity traces vs. COV are depicted in Fig. 9. In both entropy and
nthalpy traces the peaks intensity remained almost unchanged up
o COV of 4.5 V. The peaks intensity then rapidly decreased. This is
onsistent with the change in the OCV profiles of Fig. 2 and denotes

 rapid degradation of the cathode material for COV above 4.5 V.

.3. Post-mortem electrode materials analyses

X-ray powder diffraction and Raman spectroscopy were used to
nvestigate the effect of high voltage charging under the COV2 pro-
ocol of the lithium cobalt oxide cathode and the graphite anode on
rystal structure. The electrodes were taken from cells discharged
o 2.75 V.

.3.1. Lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) cathode
Fig. 10(a) shows the full XRD charts of LCO cathode materials at

ifferent COV. The diffraction angle areas where the 0 0 3 peak and
he 1 0 4 peak appear are magnified in Fig. 10(b) and (c), respec-
ively. The relatively narrow peaks at 18.9◦ and 45.25◦ of the “fresh
ell” in Fig. 10(b) and (c) correspond to the 0 0 3 and the 1 0 4 peak of
ully lithiated LCO, respectively. As the COV increases the 0 0 3 and
he 1 0 4 peaks shifted towards lower angles in the 2� peak angu-
ar position and became broader. Such a shift in the peak position
esults from residual lithium vacancies in Li1−xCoO2. In fact the c-
arameter of the hexagonal phase increases as lithium is extracted
rom LCO for 0 < x < 0.5 composition range in Li1−xCoO2 [8–10]. The
ther noticeable feature is the split of the 0 0 3 peak to two  peaks
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057

or COV ≥ 4.7 V. This may  relate to the formation of a disordered
hase involving a Li and Co cation mixing [11,12]. Fig. 10(d) shows
he COV dependence of the I104/I003 peak intensity ratio [13]. The
ater ratio increases with COV, which suggests an increase in the
 band and the G band of the graphite anode with COV.

rate of the Li and Co cation mixing with the cathode overcharge
ageing.

Fig. 11 shows the Raman scattering (RS) profiles of LCO cathodes
of different COV. Two Raman modes are observed, at 485 and at
595 cm−1, and can be attributed to the Eg and A1g modes, respec-
tively, of the spectroscopic space group (D5

3d) corresponding to
Li1−xCoO2 of the layered rock-salt structure (R3̄m space group) [14].
However, there is no RS evidence of the formation of a pure spinel
structure (Fd3m space group), as the characteristic strongest peak
688 cm−1 corresponding to the F2g mode is absent from the spectra.
Accordingly, although cation mixing increased significantly with
COV, a pure spinel phase did not form.

3.3.2. Graphite anode
The XRD charts of the graphite anode at different COV are

depicted in Fig. 12(a) (full spectra) and Fig. 12(b) (the 0 0 2 peak
area). Compared to the initial fresh cell, the 0 0 2 peak posi-
tion shifted to lower diffraction angles and the peak broadened
with increased COV. A shift to lower angles results of larger
graphene interlayers spacing coming from residual intercalated
lithium in the graphite structure. The 0 0 2 peak broadening as
depicted in Fig. 13 should result from increased graphene lay-
ers stacking disorder. It is interesting to note that the 0 0 2 peak
position in the “fresh cell” falls at 2� = 26.48◦, which corresponds
to an interlayer spacing d002 = 3.365 Å is slightly higher than
d002 = 3.350 Å of high crystalline graphite. Accordingly, the graphite
used in our test cells should still contain some residual turbostratic
disorder.

The XRD results are consistent with the Raman Scattering ones
displayed in Fig. 14.  The two active modes at 1350 cm−1 (D-mode)
 on entropy and enthalpy of lithium-ion batteries, Electrochim. Acta

and 1590 cm−1 (G-mode) are typical of graphite materials with
more or less amounts of crystal structure disorder [15–17].  The
presence of a weak D-mode peak in the anode material taken
from a fresh cell is consistent with XRD results discussed above.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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he Raman active modes intensity ratio ID/IG depicted in Fig. 15
ncreases with COV indicating an increase in the graphene layers
isorder upon high voltage ageing.

Differential (or incremental) capacity methods (∂Q/∂E = f (E))
eveloped by Ohzuku et al. [18] have been widely used in the char-
cterization of electrode processes in both half cells [18–20] and
ull cells [21]. Typically, ∂Q/∂E curves derive from slow rate charge
nd discharge profiles or OCV profiles with peak(s) appearing at
oltages E of thermodynamics significance, mostly related to free
nergy. By adding the temperature parameter in our study we  are
ble to break the free energy in its two components; the enthalpy
nd the entropy and get further insights on the electrode thermo-
ynamics, which isotherm studies do not allow to achieve.

. Conclusion

Thermodynamics study on aged lithium-ion cells at their charge
tate revealed drastic changes in the entropy and the enthalpy pro-
les. We  found particular state of charge domains where changes

n thermodynamics properties are more pronounced; in particular
t zero SOC and around 80% SOC. We  also found a steep increase
n capacity loss between 4.5 V and 4.6 V COV indicating acceler-
ted electrode and/or electrolyte degradation in the 4.5–4.6 V COV
ange. Changes in thermodynamics properties were tentatively
elated to crystal structure deterioration at the anode (0% SOC)
nd the cathode (80% SOC), which we confirmed by ex situ XRD
nd Raman scattering analyses. On the graphite anode side we
ound a shift in the 0 0 2 XRD peak towards lower angles indicat-
ng residual intercalated lithium in the graphite structure together

ith peak broadening resulting from graphene layers stacking dis-
rder, a result confirmed by RS. On the LCO side, we  also found a
hift towards lower angles of the 0 0 3 diffraction peak suggesting

 sizeable amount of lithium vacancies in LCO and also peak broad-
ning and splitting as COV increased. The occurrence of lithiated
raphite and delithiated LCO in the cells discharge state accounts
or the higher observed OCV at “zero” SOC. In fact the cells at their
heoretical full discharge state are still partly charged although, as

 paradox that charge is not available.
Please cite this article in press as: K. Maher, R. Yazami, Effect of overcharge
(2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.11.057
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